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Shear zones are weaker than surrounding rocks. Whether weakening depends on accumulated strain or strain
rate is debated. We used a three-dimensional numerical code with a visco-plastic/brittle rheology to investigate
the influence of strain and strain-rate weakening (often referred to as velocity weakening) on the evolution of
thin-skinned fold-and-thrust belts. Two model setups are used: (i) a uniform setup to recognize the effects of
each weakening mode on the structural evolution and dynamics of fold-and-thrust belts and (ii) a dual setup
with two adjacent domains of décollement strength to investigate the structural response of laterally varying sys-
tems. Strain weakening and velocity weakening lead to remarkably different structural patterns. In particular,
strain weakening favours out-of-sequence shear zones whilst some amount of finite plastic strain has to be
achieved before the structural development initiates weakening. In contrast, velocity weakening starts with
the onset of high strain-rate bands and does not favour out-of-sequence deformation. We also tested separately
the influences of shortening velocity, cover sequence thickness andweakening style and amount on the structur-
al evolution of the dual systems. The shortening velocity has a minor effect in strain-weakened models. Velocity
weakening and a thinner cover sequence enhance the occurrence of strike-slip shear zones.We conclude that the
weakening mode strongly influences the fault patterns and the dynamics of thrust wedges. Inversely, natural
fault patterns are keys to discriminate weakening processes.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Numerical modelling of accretionary wedges and thin-skinned
fold-and-thrust belts has been an intense field of investigation using
different techniques in two (e.g., Buiter, 2012; Buiter et al., 2006;
Burbidge and Braun, 2002; Fillon et al., 2012; Miyakawa et al., 2010;
Ruh et al., 2012; Simpson, 2011; Stockmal et al., 2007) and, more re-
cently, in three dimensions (Braun and Yamato, 2010; Ruh et al.,
2013). The simplest andmost-often applied setup, like sandbox models
(e.g., Konstantinovskaya and Malavieille, 2011), consists of a rectangu-
lar box that contains a thick layer of frictional material overlying a rela-
tively weak and thin décollement layer. The bottom boundary is pulled
out below the rigid walls, one of which represents the fixed backstop.
This setup simulates a sequence of upper crustal rocks scraped off a
subducting plate by the rigid backstop of a converging plate boundary.
The advantages of this simple setup are (i) the comparability between
models obtained with different analogue and numerical methods/
codes, and (ii) its relevance to the analytical critical wedge theory
(Dahlen, 1984; Dahlen et al., 1984; Davis and Engelder, 1985; Davis
et al., 1983).
aras.gerya@erdw.ethz.ch
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Mechanical studies of compressional thin-skinned fold-and-thrust
belts often focus on the influence of décollement strength (Burbidge
and Braun, 2002; Ruh et al., 2012), surface processes (Fillon et al.,
2013; Selzer et al., 2007; Simpson, 2006), rheology of cover sequence
and/or décollement (Ruh et al., 2012; Simpson, 2009), appearance of
internal weak layers/inclusions (Ruh et al., 2012; Selzer et al., 2007;
Stockmal et al., 2007; Yamato et al., 2011) and material cohesion
(Nilfouroushan et al., 2012). Many of these studies applied a routine
to weaken the modelled upper crustal layer, usually by decreasing the
friction angle and/or cohesion of the corresponding plastic/brittle
layer as a function of plastic finite strain (strain weakening). Few
studies tested the effects of mechanical weakening on numerical wedges
(e.g., Buiter et al., 2006; Ellis et al., 2004; Nilfouroushan et al., 2012; Selzer
et al., 2007). According to Ellis et al. (2004), the amount of strainweaken-
ing and the strain threshold values above which weakening appears con-
trol the width, the abundance and the temporal development of shear
zones. Selzer et al. (2007) supported this statement and showed that
single shear zones due to strain weakening accommodatemore displace-
ment than shear zones in models without strain weakening.

In nature, several processes contribute to dynamic weakening of
the lithosphere and to localization of high strain rate into narrow
shear bands. These processes have been studied analytically as well as
with analogue and numerical techniques. Examples for weakening pro-
cesses are dynamic recrystallisation (e.g., Rutter, 1999), shear heating
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(e.g., Burg and Schmalholz, 2008; Regenauer-Lieb et al., 2008;
Thielmann and Kaus, 2012) and partial melting (e.g., Tumarkina et al.,
2011), hydration metamorphism (e.g., Escartin et al., 1997), and grain-
damage and -pinning (Bercovici and Ricard, 2012). These processes
are essentially pertinent for deep crustal and mantle dynamics.
They are implemented with non-physical routines (not based on a
specific physical law), which depend on finite strain and/or strain rate
(e.g., Allken et al., 2012; Lavier et al., 2000; Montesi and Zuber, 2003;
Tackley, 2000). However, accretionary wedges and fold-and-thrust
belts are for the most parts within the brittle regime of the crust,
where modes of viscous weakening might not apply.

Two weakening processes are considered in upper crustal rocks:
(i) lubrication of faults and shear zones and (ii) seismic dynamics. Evi-
dence for fluid involvement in faulting and the consequent weakening
effects has been argued in a wealth of studies (Hickman et al., 1995,
and references therein; Stewart et al., 2000). It is well known that an
increase in fluid pressure reduces the yield strength of brittle rocks
(Fischer and Paterson, 1989). This is put forward formajor décollements
of accretionary wedges, where water-saturated shales form relatively
weak horizons. High pore pressure may have different origins. On the
one hand, layers containing pore fluids may be roofed and buried
below impermeable sediments. With increasing overload, the pore
space reduces as the dynamic pressure increases. Because the content
in pore fluid remains constant, fluid pressure increases and weakens
the rock. On the other hand, fluids can be released by diagenetic and
metamorphic reactions such as the smectite to illite transition, which
appears at ~2.5–5 km depth in clay-rich accretionary complexes and
can account for up to 80% of the pore fluid (Bekins et al., 1994; Lanson
et al., 2009). This input of additional fluid into an already water-
saturated rock leads to fluid over-pressure and a decrease in rock
strength. This would explain the low strength of deep décollement
layers. The overlying rocks, though, have a lower pore-fluid pressure
and are initially stronger than the basal décollement. During shortening
of the sedimentary complex, brittle deformation develops fractures
along which fluids can migrate through the formerly impermeable
seal (Grando andMcClay, 2007). The fracture isweakened by the locally
increased fluid-pressure as soon as fluids infiltrate it. Mud volcanoes are
exit ways and geological evidence of such over-pressured fluids escap-
ing the accretionary system (e.g., Schluter et al., 2002). Since brittle fail-
ure occurs beyond a plastic threshold, fluids in faults can be considered
to be strain-weakening components.

One of the main components, among others, to model long-term
seismic processes is rate-dependent friction (e.g., Wang, 2007). In
earthquake research, the dependence of rate (velocity) on friction has
been discussed for several decades (Burridge and Knopoff, 1967;
Dieterich, 1979; Ruina, 1983). Co-seismic slip-rate dependency of
friction has been documented by rotary experiments (e.g., Di Toro
et al., 2011) as well as in continuum visco-elasto-plastic numerical
models (vanDinther et al., 2013). A rate-dependent friction within
major fault zones was furthermore proposed by numerical and analyti-
cal calculations of Sleep (1995), who argued that increased fluid
pressures and shear heating during earthquake activity weaken fault
zones that are in long-term equilibrium with the country rock.

Lubrication and seismic weakening are both physically complicated
and influenced by several processes. They can be differentiated by the
manner frictional strength is weakened. In the case of fault lubrication,
the rock strength is reduced by accumulated plastic strain. Fluids infil-
trate a fault as soon as it appears (plastic strain increases), reduce the
dynamic pressure of the infiltrated rock and thus lower its plastic
yield strength. At variance, the seismic yield strength is rate dependent.
In the following, strain rate-dependent weakening is described by the
term “velocity weakening”, emphasizing that velocity gradients are
required for weakening.

We present different series of simulations to investigate the effects of
strain vs. velocity weakening. Then, high resolution, three-dimensional
models are used to test how structural coherence ismaintained between
two adjacent plastic/brittle wedges depending on different weakening
properties. Modelswith a change in décollement strength are performed
to understand three-dimensional effects of the different weakening
styles. Especially, the evolution of transfer components, i.e. frontal fault
bending or strike-slip faults, is investigated and compared to analogue
modelling studies, where the development of transfer zones is also
under intense debate (e.g., Bahroudi and Koyi, 2003; Calassou et al.,
1993; Macedo and Marshak, 1999; Reiter et al., 2011). The formation
and evolution of strike-slip systems have been extensively investigated
with analogue modelling techniques (Dooley and Schreurs, 2012;
and references therein). In compressional wedge models, shortening-
parallel strike-slip faults can, for example, develop along transfer zones
induced by lateral changes in indenter velocity (e.g., Reiter et al., 2011)
or lateral variations sediment thickness (e.g., Marques and Cobbold,
2006). In analogue models with lateral variation of décollement resis-
tance, the formation of strike-slip faults depends on the strength contrast
between the differentdécollements (Graveleau et al., 2012).Weevaluate
our results in the context of the analytical critical wedge theory and
shortly present their relevance to geological examples of fold-and-
thrust belts.

2. Model setup

The numerical model is similar to that documented and used in an
earlier study (Ruh et al., 2013). It is based on a three-dimensional,
high-resolution, fully staggered grid, finite difference, marker in cell
model with a standard visco-brittle/plastic rheology and an efficient
OpenMP-parallelized multigrid solver (Gerya, 2010; Gerya and Yuen,
2007). Governing equations and their numerical implementation are
specified in Appendix A.

2.1. Geometrical setup and material properties

Model setups of all simulations are constructed on Eulerian grids
dimensioned to account for different requirements: vertical thickening
of the wedge, possible lateral structural changes throughout the evolv-
ing wedge and increasing length of the wedge while the wedge front
migrates. The planar backstop is defined by a vertical grid boundary
with zero horizontal velocity. High resolution allows the development
of high strain-rate shear bands sufficiently narrow (1–2 cell widths) to
be comparable to natural fault systems. We present two series of simu-
lations. The first series uses a geometrically uniform setup (series U)
with geometry and rheology being equal over the whole model. Small
but negligible disparities in results are due to the initially randomdistri-
bution of Lagrangian markers within the Eulerian grid and variations
along strike are negligible. These models were performed to compare
results with (i) the two dimensional critical wedge theory (Dahlen,
1984; Dahlen et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1983) and (ii) earlier, two-
dimensional numerical studies (e.g., Ellis et al., 2004; Selzer et al.,
2007). Series U shows the structural and dynamic repercussions of
strain vs. velocityweakening. The second series incorporates two halves
with different décollement strength (series D). The sharp, vertical
boundary at Ly = 50 km (Fig. 1b) is contained in the décollement
layer, parallel to the shortening direction (x-axis).

Eulerian grid dimensions of series Umodels are 150 · 50 · 20 km in
x-, y-, z-directionswith a nodal resolution of 309 ∙ 85 ∙ 149, respectively;
the resulting cell size is 487/595.2/135.1 m in x-, y-, z-directions (Fig. 1a).
SeriesDmodels are prescribed to structurally vary laterally (y-direction)
and therefore have a wider setup. The dimension of the Eulerian grid is
100 ∙ 100 ∙ 20 km with a resolution of 245 ∙ 245 ∙ 149 in x-, y-,
z-directions, respectively. The resulting cell size is 409.8/409.8/135.1 m
in x-, y- and z-directions (Fig. 1b). Lagrangian marker resolution for
both series is twomarkers per cell in every direction. This setting results
in a resolution of 8.9 million nodes with about 70 million Lagrangian
markers for models with the highest resolution.



Fig. 1.Model setup. Black: 500 m thick rigid plate entering and exiting the Eulerian grid. Light grey: 500 m thick frictional décollement layer. Grey: brittle/plastic cover sequence with
thickness H. Bottom left: treatment of velocity at the backstop boundary. a) Uniform models (series U). Vx = 1 cm/a. b) Laterally varying simulations (series D). Vx = 1, 2 or 5 cm/a.
Décollement strength varies over width.
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Material properties are initially defined on the Lagrangian markers,
which are advecting through the Eulerian grid. From bottom to top of
the Eulerian grid, marker types are distributed as follows: a 500 m
thick rigid plate is the bottom.Uniformmodels have a basal strength de-
fined by a friction angle ofφb = 10°.Weak and strong basal strengths in
dualmodels are given by friction angles ofφb = 5° and15°, respectively
(Fig. 1). Above the rigid plate, the 500 m thick décollement horizon
with a frictional rheology soles a “sedimentary” layer. Uniform models
exhibit a cover sequence thickness of H = 5 km, dual models are run
with H = 2.5 and 5 km (Fig. 1). Density is 2700 kg/m3 for the lower
rigid plate, the décollement and the sediment layer in all models of
this study. Initial viscosity of all rock types is 1023 Pa·s. Lower and
upper cutoff viscosities are 1018 Pa·s and 1023 Pa·s, respectively.
Other material parameters are listed in Table 1. Simulation parameters
of series U are given in Table 2, parameters of series D in Table 3.

All Lagrangian markers above the plastic “sediments” are defined as
“sticky-air”, an approach that mimics a quasi-free surface (Crameri
et al., 2012; Gerya and Yuen, 2003; Schmeling et al., 2008; Zaleski
and Julien, 1992). The low density (1 kg/m3) and small viscosity
(1018 Pa·s) of the sticky-air layer ensure sufficiently small normal
stresses at the sediment surface. Analytical predictions have been
made for a similar setup to test the quality of this free-surface approach
(Ruh et al., 2013). They showed that it fulfils the general condition for a
traction-free surface.

2.2. Boundary conditions

A velocity Vx is defined at the lower (z = 0 km) and frontal
boundaries (x = Lx; Fig. 1), which is equivalent to pulling out
the bottom sheet of a sand box model below a rigid backstop
(e.g., Konstantinovskaya and Malavieille, 2011). New Lagrangian
marker layers coming in through the front side allow large defor-
mation. The back side of the setup (x = 0 km) acts as backstop
with a no-slip boundary condition. At the bottom, the 500 m thick
Table 1
Parameter definition.

Parameter Meaning

φ0 Initial friction angle
φw Weakened friction angle
C0 Initial cohesion
Cw Weakened cohesion
εw Weakening strain
εẇ Weakening strain-rate
φb Décollement friction angle
κ Diffusion constant
H Rock sequence thickness
Vx Shortening velocity
rigid plate of high constant viscosity is included; it allows a better stabil-
ity of the multigrid solver at the lower model boundary. Between the
bottom rigid plate and the “backstop”, the 500 m thick décollement
undergoes simple shear (Vx at z = 500 m to 0 cm/a at z = 1000 m;
Fig. 1). Both lateral boundary conditions (at y = 0 km and y = Ly)
are defined as free slip along the boundary planes. An upward velocity
is applied at the upper boundary. This balances the volume of exiting
“sticky-air” markers and the volume of incoming material at the front
boundary to fulfil the conservation of volume.

2.3. Strain weakening

Strain induced by plastic deformation is accumulated every time
step and stored on every marker. Strain weakening is modelled as a lin-
ear decrease of frictional angle and/or cohesion between accumulated
plastic strains of εw0 = 0.5 and εw1 = 1.5 (Fig. 2a). These lower and
upper thresholds of strain for weakening activation and completion
are similar to those in previous numerical investigations of strainweak-
ening of crustal rocks (e.g., Allken et al., 2012; Huismans et al., 2005;
Selzer et al., 2007; Stockmal et al., 2007). How the amount of strain
weakening (φw) influences the structural and the overall wedge shape
is investigated in U series, uniform simulations. Series D models with
strain weakening focus on the relationships between the amount of
strain weakening (φw), the thickness of “sediment” (H) and the short-
ening velocity (Vx). Our code has no healing term as in other codes
(e.g., Gerya, 2013; Tackley, 2000), so that weakened material does not
strengthen again.

2.4. Strain-rate weakening

Velocity weakening is computed like strain weakening. The friction
angle and cohesion are lowered to a weakened value (φw, Cw) when
strain rate is exceeding a critical value. In contrast to the strain-
weakening routine, weakening does not increase linearly between
two strain rates, but depends only on one threshold strain rate, ε̇w,
above which weakening is activated (Fig. 2b). The effect of strain-rate-
or velocity-dependent weakening has been tested in several studies
and has been compared to a linked strain-weakening/healing system
(e.g., Bercovici, 1993; Tackley, 1998). It is argued that the strengthening
due to a decrease of strain rate has a similar effect as strain-rate healing
of weakened zones, where the healing strain rate is multiplied with the
numerical time step and then subtracted from the accumulated strain.
Series U simulations with velocity weakening are all weakened to
equal values (φw, Cw) but controlled by different threshold strain rates
εẇ (Table 2;UVmodels). SeriesD simulations are conductedwith differ-
ent weakening (φw), sediment thickness (H) and shortening velocity
(Vx) (Table 3; DVmodels).



Table 2
Parameters of uniform simulations.

Simulation φ0 (°) φw (°) C0 (MPa) Cw (MPa) εw0,1 (–) φb (°) κ (m/s2) H (m) Vx (cm/a) Figure

US1 30 10 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3
US2 30 15 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3, 16
US3 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3, 9
US4 30 25 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3
US5 30 30 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3
US6 30 30 20 20 0.5–1.5 10 10−12 5000 1 3
US7 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−20 5000 1 8
US8 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5 10 10−6 5000 1 8

Simulation φ0 (°) φw (°) C0 (MPa) Cw (MPa) εẇ (s−1) φb (°) κ (m/s2) H (m) Vx (cm/a) Figure

UV1 30 15 20 0.2 10−13 10 10−12 5000 1 6
UV2 30 15 20 0.2 3.3 · 10−14 10 10−12 5000 1 6, 16
UV3 30 15 20 0.2 10−14 10 10−12 5000 1 6
UV4 30 15 20 0.2 3.3 · 10−15 10 10−12 5000 1 6
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Both, strain- and velocity-weakening limits are grid step-size depen-
dent and are scaled to the respective amount of displacement and rate
of displacement along the spontaneously forming faults (e.g., Gerya,
2013; Lavier et al., 2000; vanDinther et al., 2013).

2.5. Surface processes

A routine is implemented to mimic sedimentation in piggy-back,
surface depressions. The surface between “rocks” and “sticky-air”
markers defines the apparent topography. The way the exact topogra-
phy is obtained, independent of the nodal resolution, is described in
Ruh et al. (2013). To simulate surface process, the topography surface
is diffused at every timestep depending on its local 2D curvature:

∂hs
∂t ¼ κ·

∂2hs
∂x2i

ð1Þ

where κ is the diffusion constant, hs the surface topography and xi the
spatial coordinates (x1 = x, x2 = y). The diffusion constants applied
in the presented simulations are listed in Tables 1 and 2. The topography
diffusion equation was solved implicitly on one thread using the direct
solver PARDISO (Schenk and Gartner, 2004, 2006).

To address deposition without erosion, markers with a “sticky-air”
rheology below the updated surface transmute to “rock” rheology
with an accumulated plastic strain value of zero. Markers with “rock”
rheology above the updated surface remain unchanged. The intensity
of topography diffusion is low in most simulations and mainly aims to
preclude overthrusting of low-viscosity “sticky-air” markers at the
model surface, which may produce non-physical intrusion of “sticky-
air” into spontaneously forming thrust zones. One set of simulations
was conducted to investigate the influence of sedimentation on the
structural evolution of the wedge by applying different diffusion
constants (US3,7,8; Table 2).
Table 3
Parameters of dual simulations.

Simulation φ0 (°) φw (°) C0 (MPa) Cw (MPa) εw0,1 (

DS1 30 10 20 0.2 0.5–1.5
DS2 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5
DS3 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5
DS4 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5
DS5 30 20 20 0.2 0.5–1.5
DS6 30 30 20 0.2 0.5–1.5

Simulation φ0 (°) φw (°) C0 (MPa) Cw (MPa) εẇ (s−

DV1 30 20 20 0.2 3.3 ·
DV2 30 20 20 0.2 3.3 ·
DV3 30 20 20 0.2 3.3 ·
DV4 30 20 20 0.2 3.3 ·
Surface slopes of developing wedges have been calculated by linear
regression. Only surface elevations 100 m higher than their initial value
have been considered to discount the flat fore-wedge that has not yet
been incorporated into the wedge.

3. Results

Results from simulations with uniform and dual setups and with
either strain- or velocity-dependent weakening of the numerical
wedges are presented separately. Deformation was initiated along the
backstop in all simulations.

3.1. Uniform models (U series)

Twelve uniform simulations are presented (Table 2). They all show
negligible lateral variations due to randomness of Lagrangian markers,
as mentioned. Therefore, results of series U simulations are presented
in the form of two-dimensional profiles across the middle width
(y = 25 km) of the 50 km wide models. A three-dimensional view of
a typical simulation is given as Supplementary material (model US3;
Table 2).

3.1.1. Strain-weakening uniform models (US models)
Results of uniformmodelswithweakening depending on finite plas-

tic strain with a wide range of internal friction angles and cohesions are
presented in Fig. 3. Two points deserve emphasis: (i) The larger the
amount of weakening, (i.e. the lower fully weakened friction angle
φw), the steeper the surface taper, and (ii) shear zones have larger off-
sets in models with greater weakening (Fig. 3a). The surface tapers of
our model match the theoretical minimum calculated with the critical
wedge theory, taking the fully weakened values (φw, Cw) for internal
strength (Fig. 3a). The effect of internalwedge strength on critical tapers
is illustrated with a flounder diagram; minimum and maximum critical
−) φb (°) κ (m/s2) H (m) Vx (cm/a) Figure

5/15 10−20 5000 1 10
5/15 10−20 5000 1 10, 11
5/15 10−20 5000 5 11
5/15 10−20 2500 2 13, 17
5/15 10−20 2500 5 13
5/15 10−20 5000 1 10

1) φb (°) κ (m/s2) H (m) Vx (cm/a) Figure

10−14 5/15 10−20 5000 1 14, 17
10−14 5/15 10−20 5000 5 14
10−14 5/15 10−20 2500 2 15
10−14 5/15 10−20 2500 5 15, 17



Fig. 2. Plastic weakening behaviour of material. a) Strain weakening is initiated after reaching an accumulated plastic strain ɛw
0. Then, initial friction angle and cohesion (φ0, C0) both

linearly decrease between ɛw
0 and ɛw

1 to the weakened values (φw, Cw), which they keep. b) Velocity weakening instantaneously lowers the frictional strength from φ0, C0 to φw, Cw
when reaching the threshold strain rate εẇ. Unlike strain, strain rates can decrease and material is strengthened again to its initial values if strain rates fall below the critical value εẇ.
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tapers delimit the area of wedge stability (Fig. 4a). For identical
décollements, the minimum critical tapers are lower for stronger
wedges. The stable wedge area is smaller for internally weaker wedges.
If the internal strength of the wedge is equal to that of the décollement,
the wedge has no stable area and minimum and maximum critical ta-
pers are identical (Fig. 4a). Surface slopes of simulations US1–5 have
been plotted after a run time equivalent to 3 and 6 Ma, depending on
their post-weakening strength (Fig. 4b). After 3 Ma all simulations
reached their minimum critical taper. After 6 Ma,most of the wedge ta-
pers plot within the stable zone, except model US1, which theoretically
has no stable area (Fig. 4).

Accumulated plastic strain after 11.5–11.6 Ma of models US1–6
show that deformation is more diffuse in wedges with less weakening
(Fig. 3b). Conversely, strain in strongly weakened models (e.g. US1–3)
is localized into shear zones, including short-lived, backward-verging
shear zones that delimit pop-up structures during frontal accretion of
a new thrust sheet (Fig. 3b). Such structures are not seen in less
weakened models like US4–6, in which strain distribution is diffuse.
Comparing models US5 and 6 discloses the influence of cohesion on
shear zone development. Although the angle of the taper is similar,
the development of localized shear zoneswith increased strain is clearly
enhanced when internal cohesion is weakened (Fig. 3b).

Viscosity and plastic strain are stored on every marker throughout
the modelling process. Every “sediment” marker with a viscosity
lower than its initial value of 1023 Pa·s can be considered to be plastical-
ly failed, according to the viscous formulation of the plasticity-law used
in this study. In the following, we consider amarker to be strongly failed
if its viscosity is b1022 Pa·s, the value that brings stresses down to yield
stresses. Dynamics of the strain-weakened simulations are further
investigated by looking at the strain rate of failed and strongly failed
markers after ~10 Ma run time in each model (Fig. 5).

For simulation US1, about 25% of all sediment markers are at failure
(η b 1023 Pa·s) with a dominant strain rate of ~10−15 s−1 (Fig. 5a).
Around 10% of these markers classify as strongly failed (η b 1022 Pa·s)
with a dominant strain rate of ~2 · 10−14 s−1. With large fully weak-
ened friction angles φw, i.e. reduced weakening, several observations
stand out: (i) the percentage of failed markers within the wedge in-
creases from about 25% (model US1; Fig. 5a) to about 45% (model CS6;
Fig. 5f); (ii) the percentage of strongly failed markers decreases from
~10% in US1, to ~6% in US6; and (iii) the spectrum of strain rate in failed
markers becomes narrower for models with less weakening. A small
amount of failed markers of model US1 has strain rates of b10−16 s−1

and N10−13 s−1 (Fig. 5a). Strain-rate values for failed markers in
model US6 range all between 10−16 s−1 and 10−13 s−1 (Fig. 5f).

The temporal development of accumulated plastic strain within
strain-weakened models reveals that weakening is especially efficient
if the friction angle is sufficiently lowered (Fig. 5a–c). The small
percentage of markers between plastic strains of εw0 = 0.5 and
εw1 = 1.5 indicates that weakened markers (εpl N 0.5) accumulate
strain very fast to become fully weakened (εpl N 1.5). Strain rate, and
therefore strain, is not localized in models where weakening does not
reduce the friction angle (Fig. 5e,f).

3.1.2. Velocity-weakening uniform models (UV models)
Simulations including velocity weakening are presented in Fig. 6.

Wedge deformation after a run time of ~10 Ma indicates that there
are fewer shear zones in models where weakening is more difficult,
i.e. the thresholds of φw and Cw are higher (Fig. 6a). In general, spacing
between shear zones is larger and shear zones dip with lower angles
towards the backstop than in strain-weakened models (Fig. 6a). For
weakening thresholds of 10−13 s−1 (model UV1) and 3.3 · 10−14 s−1

(model UV2), thrust sheets construct a classical imbricate fan type
wedge. Backstop-verging shear zones occur for low strain-rate thresh-
olds (model UV3; Fig. 6a). In contrast to backstop-verging or out-of-
sequence shear zones in strain-weakened simulations, a strongly
strained rear, close to the backstop boundary, is another remarkable fea-
ture ofmodelswith lowweakening thresholds. “Sediments” have thick-
ened and rotated, dipping towards the trench (e.g. model UV4; Fig. 6a).
In fact, these strained rears result from the vertical shear zone along the
backstop boundary, which contributes to local uplift.

All velocity-weakened simulations have in common that ramp anti-
clines developing at the wedge toe collapse. The collapsed and deposit-
ed material is illustrated by increased plastic strain in depressions
between thrust sheets (Fig. 6b). Ramp shear bands predominantly pro-
ceed below such trench fillings. Surface slopes of velocity-weakened
simulations in function of strain threshold reveal two trends: (i) the
larger the weakening threshold, the flatter the tapers and (ii) surface
slopes decrease with increasing run time (Fig. 7). All surface slopes lay
above the theoretical criticalminimum taper calculatedwith an internal
friction angle of φ = 15°.

Strain-rate distribution of failed and strongly failed markers after
~10 Ma run time varies strongly with weakening thresholds (Fig. 8).
For model UV1 (ɛ ̇w = 10−13 s−1) 22% of cover Lagrangian markers
are at failure (Fig. 8a). The failed markers dominantly deform with a
strain rate slightly below 10−15 s−1, whereas strongly failed markers
reach very high strain rates up to 10−12 s−1. Strain rates are less
focussed with smaller velocity-weakening thresholds (Fig. 8b,c). For
εẇ = 3.3 · 10−15 s−1, only about 6% of “sediment”markers are at fail-
ure, half of them being strongly failed (Fig. 8d). Strain rates of strongly
failed markers show a slight peak at the very largest strain rates for all
models of series UV (Fig. 8). Generally, strain-rate peaks of failed
markers (~10−15 s−1) refer to non-weakened rocks in all velocity-
weakened models. Most of the strain rates of strongly failed markers
(Nεẇ; except for model UV1) represent frictionally weakened zones.
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Fig. 3. Profiles at y = 25 km across uniform simulations after 11.5–11.6 Ma with decreasing amounts of strain weakening from top to bottom. a) Deformed strata inferred from Lagrangian markers. Green: basal décollement. Brown and beige: sed-
iment; different colours are visualisation passive markers with no rheological differences. Blue: sediments added in surface depression. Solid lines: analytical surface slopes calculated with weakened internal strength. b) Accumulated plastic strain
(same colour scale, on top, for all profiles).
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Fig. 4. a) Flounder diagrams defining minimum and maximum critical tapers for wedges with a basal friction angle φb = 10° and internal friction angles φ = 10–30°. b) Analytical test
of strain-weakened uniform wedges. Solid line: theoretically derived minimum critical taper. Circles: surface slopes calculated by linear regression at y = 25 km after 3 Ma run time.
Triangles: same profile after 6 Ma run time.
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3.1.3. Effect of sedimentation
Simulations differing only in their surface diffusion constant κ were

conducted to test the effect of sedimentation on the structural and me-
chanical evolution of wedges (Fig. 9). As most of known accretionary
wedges are sub-marine (Morley et al., 2011), erosion was not imple-
mented. In general, the volume of sediments filling piggy-back style
basins increases with increasing surface diffusion constant. If surface
processes are kept low (κ = 10−20 m/s2), thrust sheets are stacked
with little intervening sedimentary material (Fig. 9a). Vertical offset
components of shear zones are roughly equal to the sediment thickness.
For intermediate sedimentation rates (κ = 10−12 m/s2), shear zone
offsets are similar to offsets in low sedimentation simulations, whereas
shear zone spacing increases (Fig. 9b). For high sedimentation rates
(κ = 10−6 m/s2), shear zones exhibit larger offsets than in lower sedi-
mentation simulations and thrust spacing is further increased (Fig. 9c).
This widening of thrust spacing is induced by the additional load from
more sedimentation in front of the wedge, which locally increases the
wedge strength. The consequence is to shift the deformation front
further away from the rear. Tapers of all simulations are roughly equal
and consistent with the critical wedge theory (Fig. 9).

3.2. Dual models (D series)

Ten simulations with a linear discontinuity in décollement strength
parallel to the shortening direction are presented (Table 3). The differ-
ence in décollement strength is the same in all models: the basal
décollement is strong (friction angle φb = 15°) from 0 to 50 km in
y-direction and weaker (friction angle φb = 5°) from 50 to 100 km
(Fig. 1b). Models differ in the amount of strain weakening, the shorten-
ing velocity and the sediment thickness to investigate how these
parameters influence the development of a transfer zone.

3.2.1. Strain-weakening models (DS models)

3.2.1.1. Sediment thickness H = 5 km. Three simulations with different
weakening values of the wedge after a run time of ~4 Ma illustrate
the influence of strain weakening along the separation between the
décollement halves (Fig. 10). If the wedge internal friction angle is
reduced from φ = 30° to φw = 10° (model DS1), the surface trace
of the frontal thrust is everywhere sub-parallel to the backstop
(Fig. 10a). Topography of the rear of the model varies, higher surface
elevations standing above the stronger half of the décollement. The de-
formedwedge at y = 0 and y = 100 km displays different deformation
styles (Fig. 10a; black and white in the topography plots). Above the
weak décollement (y = 100 km), an imbricate thrust fan looks like
that obtained in the uniform models (Fig. 3a). Above the strong
décollement (y = 0 km), thrust sheets are more disturbed, especially
by a normal shear zone dipping shallowly towards the wedge toe
(Fig. 10a). The evolution of this normal shear zone strongly influences
the surface slope of the wedge. The fact that the highly strained “sedi-
ment” is weaker than the underlying décollement leads to a repose
angle equal to theminimum critical taper (no stable wedge area; Fig. 4a).

Surface slopes are investigated at 25 and 75 km of the y-axis, the
mid-widths of each wedge part. The temporal evolution of the surface
slope at y = 25 km shows strong oscillations above and below themin-
imum critical taper. Surface slope is there slightly lower while the slope
atop the weak base (y = 75 km) is slightly larger than the analytical
value (Fig. 10a).

For a smallerweakened friction angle (φw = 20°;modelDS2), topo-
graphic peaks are lower than in model DS1 (Fig. 10b). This is consistent
with the critical wedge theory (Fig. 4). The trace of the frontal
shear zone is curved above the boundary between weak and strong
décollements. Structurally, the wedge above the relatively weak base
develops thrust imbrication dominantly dipping towards the backstop.
Atop the strong base, the leading imbricate fan has less shear zones
that each absorbs larger displacements than shear zones in the other
half of the model (Fig. 10b). As seen in the uniform models, wedges
are generally flatter for smaller strain weakening (Fig. 3). Surface slopes
along profiles at y = 25 and 75 km indicate that tapers of the wedge
initially exceed and subsequently decrease towards the theoreticalmin-
imum critical taper (Fig. 10b). Tapers are relatively steep after ~1 Ma,
because only one thrust sheet is contributing to the calculated surface
slope.

Thewedge exhibits a relatively low surface elevation if only internal
wedge cohesion is decreased while the internal friction angle remains
constant (Fig. 10c; model DS6). Migration of the wedge toe above the
weak décollement is not defined by shear zones since deformation re-
mains diffuse. Atop the strong base, out-of-sequence shear zones cut
through the earlier leading imbricate fan (Fig. 10c). Low elevations go
hand in hand with low surface slopes. Like in model DS2, surface slopes
of both parts initially exceed the theoretical minimum taper and then
decrease towards the critical value (Fig. 10c).
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Fig. 5. Strain-rate distribution of plastically yielded Lagrangianmarkerswithin thewedge of simulationsUS1–6with different amounts of strainweakening after ~10 Ma run time. Grey: all
failedmarkers (η b 1023 Pa·s). Black: strongly failedmarkers (η b 1022 Pa·s). Percentage numbers of all sedimentarymarkers. Insets: temporal evolution of the percentage of Lagrangian
markers that exhibit a plastic strain between ɛw

0 = 0.5 and ɛw
1 = 1.5.
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The evolution of wedges with the same amount of weakening
(φw = 20°, Cw = 0.2 MPa) but with different shortening velocity Vx is
illustrated with snapshots of the second invariant of the strain-rate ten-
sor and accumulated plastic strain (Fig. 11) after an equal volume of in-
coming material, at 5.6 Ma for DS2 (Vx = 1 cm/a) and 1.13 Ma for DS3
(Vx = 5 cm/a). In general, both wedge halves evolve by in-sequence
development of shear zones. Strain rates of the slow DS2 simulation in-
dicate dominant shear band activity at the wedge front. In the wedge,
slightly increased strain rates indicate frontward verging out-of-
sequence shearing along previously active weakened zones (Fig. 11a).
Accumulated plastic strain values indicate the weakening of frontward
verging shear zones above the weak base. Plastic strain in conjugate
backthrusts is below the critical value for initiation of their weakening
(Fig. 11b). Imbricate thrust zones are flatter above the strong
décollement than above the weak décollement part. Backthrusts cut
earlier shear zones.
InmodelDS3, a larger number of high strain-rate shear zones than in
model DS1 contribute to the wedge shortening (Fig. 11c). Frontward
and backward verging shear zones are conjugate. Above the relatively
weak base, shear zones in model DS3 are steeper and more closely
spaced than in model DS2 (Fig. 11d). Shear zones above the strong
décollement do not evolve in sequence. Out-of-sequence shear zones
lead to imbrication of tectonic lenses between anastomosed shear
zones (Fig. 11d).

Vertically averaged horizontal shear stresses are quantified within
the wedge to test the effect of shortening velocity on the potential de-
velopment of strike-slip shear zones above the décollement discontinu-
ity (Fig. 12a and b). As the applied numerical code is based on a viscous
Stokes flow, it is expected that stresses increase where the shortening
velocity is boosted. However, the plastic rheological law sets an upper
threshold to stresses. Although strike-slip shear zones cannot be identi-
fied within strain-rate plots (Fig. 11), vertically averaged horizontal
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Fig. 6. Profiles at y = 25 km across velocity-weakened uniform simulations after 11.5–11.6 Mawith thresholds decreasing from top to bottom. a) Deformed sediments inferred from Lagrangianmarkers. Same colour code as Fig. (3). b) Accumulated
plastic strain. Large strain areas in piggy-back style depressions portray gravity-driven mass flows.
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Fig. 7. Analytical test of numerical results of velocity-weakened uniform wedges. Dashed
line: theoretically derived minimum critical taper for an internal friction angle ofφ = 15.
Circles: Surface slopes calculated by linear regression at y = 25 km after 3 Ma run time.
Triangles: after 6 Ma run time.
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shear stresses indicate their potential occurrence along the décollement
strength change (Fig. 12a,b). Maximal values for averaged horizontal
shear stresses in map view are ~70 MPa for both models, DS2 and DS3.

Surface slopes of the DS2 and DS3 simulations are analytically iden-
tical because the critical wedge theory is time independent. Plots of
these surface angles at 5.6 (DS2) and 1.13 Ma (DS3) run time show
that wedge tapers are steeper for faster shortening (Fig. 12c). Model
Fig. 8. Strain-rate distribution of plastically yielded Lagrangian markers within the wedge of si
Grey: all failed markers (η b 1023 Pa·s). Black: strongly failed markers (η b 1022 Pa·s). Percen
DS2 exhibits slopes ~1° steeper than the analytical prediction, with a
smooth transition between the two model parts. Tapers of model DS3
are up to 5° steeper than the prediction above the strong décollement
and around 3° steeper than the critical minimum in the area with a
weak base (Fig. 12c). In general, all numerical wedge tapers are found
to be within the stable area of the plot (Fig. 4a).

3.2.1.2. Sediment thickness H = 2.5 km. Rock with a brittle/plastic
rheology gets stronger with depth, i.e. larger deviatoric stresses are
needed to fail the material. The maximal strength of a pile of equal
material is therefore at its bottom and depends on the dynamic pres-
sure. Simulations with an initial “sediment” thickness of 2.5 km test
this hypothesis (Fig. 13).

Accumulated plastic strain of models with φw = 20° and
Vx = 2 cm/a shows shear zones connected over the whole model
width and curved where the switch in décollement strength is placed
(Fig. 13a). The deformed wedge displays forward-verging imbrication
above the weak and strong bases. Thrust faults have wider spacing
above the weak décollement (Fig. 13a). A horizontal slice of the second
invariant of the strain-rate tensor at z = 1.5 km shows that the most
active frontal shear zones are interrupted and offset at the boundary
between the different décollements (Fig. 13b). Along this offset, a rela-
tively high strain-rate zone occurs.

Highly strained narrow shear bands reaching the wedge surface are
more numerous than in the slower-compressed model (Fig. 13c). The
deformation front above the weak base is shortened by several coeval
shear zones. No frontal shear zone extends over the whole width of
the model. Horizontal and vertical slices of strain rate show a large de-
formation zone without strain localization along the wedge front
(Fig. 13d). Towards the rear of the wedge, active, i.e. high strain-rate
shear zones are offset along the basal strength boundary, marked by a
slight increase of strain rate.
mulations UV1–4 with different thresholds for velocity weakening after ~10 Ma run time.
tage numbers of sedimentary markers.
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Fig. 9. Snapshots of wedges with identical amount of strain weakening (φw = 20°) and different surface diffusion constants κ after ~11 Ma run time. Same colour code as in Fig. (3).
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3.2.2. Velocity-weakening models (DV models)

3.2.2.1. Sediment thickness H = 5 km. Velocity-weakened simulations
(εẇ = 3.3 · 10−14 s−1) with an initial sediment thickness H = 5 km
show very different wedge evolutions according to bulk shortening
velocity (Fig. 14). This contrasts with strain-weakened models, for
which bulk shortening velocity has no major impact (Fig. 11). The
wedge above the weak décollement of a slowly shortened model
(Vx = 1 cm/a) is characterized by shallow-dipping ramps cut by steep
backthrusts (Fig. 14a). A horizontal slice showing the second invariant
of the strain-rate tensor at z = 1.5 km reveals a narrow shear zone
along the boundary of décollement strength, separating a narrow,
steep taper (y = 0–50 km) from a wide, flat one (Fig. 14b). Across the
wedge, narrow, high strain-rate shear bands only occur at the wedge
front; out-of-sequence deformation is absent.

The simulation with a shortening velocity of Vx = 5 cm/a exhibits
frontward-verging shear zones with minor backthrusts (Fig. 14c).
Both wedge parts exhibit steeper tapers than their counter parts of the
Vx = 1 cm/a model. A consequence of the steep tapers is large finite
strain representing gravity avalanches at the surface (Fig. 14c). The
wedge is roughly equally narrow over the whole model width with no
significant offset of the deformation front across the basal strength
boundary (Fig. 14c). Nevertheless, a horizontal slice of the second in-
variant of the strain-rate tensor at z = 1.5 km shows a narrow high
strain-rate shear zone along this boundary (Fig. 14d). Strain rates also
illustrate that several active shear zones, not only the frontal ramp as
in simulation DV1 (Fig. 14b), accommodate shortening of the wedge.

3.2.2.2. Sediment thickness H = 2.5 km. In contrast to simulations with a
cover thickness H = 5 km (Fig. 14), models with H = 2.5 km exhibit
similar wedge lengths (x-axis) for different shortening velocities but
at equal incoming volume (Fig. 15). The wedge of model DV3 shows
mainly frontward verging shear zones above both, weak and strong
bases (Fig. 15a). Sporadic backthrusts above the weak décollement
are steep. Slices of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor at
z = 1.5 km and y = 0 indicate that the two frontal shear zones are
active without noticeable out-of-sequence deformation (Fig. 15b).
A narrow shear zone along the basal strength boundary offsets the
wedge front at y = 50 km.

Increasing the shortening velocity to Vx = 5 cm/a leads to increased
surface movement in form of gravitationally driven avalanches as
described for models with a thicker sediment layer (Fig. 15c). The
wedge above the weaker décollement exhibits more backthrusts than
in experiment at Vx = 1 cm/a. Shortening takes place along several
shear zones in the wedge part with the relatively strong base (Fig. 15d).

4. Discussion

Modelling results demonstrate (i) that there aremajor differences in
structural and dynamic evolution depending on the amount and style of
material weakening and (ii) that strain and strain-rate dependent
weakening of the friction angle has a strong influence on the structural
evolution along strike-slip transfer zones.

4.1. Strain vs. velocity weakening

There are obviousmechanical differences between strain-weakening
and velocity-weakening simulations. Strain-weakening routines de-
crease cohesion and/or friction angle when accumulated plastic strain
reaches a previously defined threshold. Once thematerial weakens, it re-
mains weak and deformation remains localized within the weak zones.
On the other hand, velocity weakening occurs when a threshold strain
rate is exceeded. This is transient since the material recovers its initial
strength as soon as the strain rate falls below the weakening threshold.
This can be compared to healing of previously active shear zones. Healing
and strength recovery of active fault zones are natural processes (Bos
and Spiers, 2000; Bos et al., 2000) already investigated in numerical
modelling (Gerya, 2013; Tackley, 2000). Nevertheless, these previous
numerical studies applied a strain-weakening routine to initiate the
loss of strength but a healing strain- and/or temperature-rate. An impor-
tant difference of this strain-weakening/healing approach and velocity
weakening of this study is that initial weakening is instantaneous in
velocity-weakened systems, but needs some amount of plastic deforma-
tion if weakening is strain-dependent.

The differences in dynamical and structural evolution of strain- and
velocity-weakened systems are demonstrated by displaying the weak-
ened zones during the development of a strain-weakened and a
velocity-weakened simulation (Fig. 16). The strain-weakened simula-
tion exhibits several weak bands, which all define an active, previously
active or reactivated shear zone (Fig. 16a). Shear bands initially oc-
curred in conjugate sets. With ongoing shortening, frontward-verging
shear zones were preferred and backthrusts more or less abandoned
(see also Fig. 3a). Strain weakening favours the out-of-sequence reacti-
vation of previouslyweakened shear zones. The stronger theweakening
effect, i.e. the lower φw, the narrower the shear zones (Fig. 5). With
further growth of the wedge, shear zones close to the rear passively
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Fig. 10. Topography of dual simulations with change in décollement strength φb after ~4 Ma run time for different values for weakening (φw). Black/white: deformed strata at y = 0 and
y = 100 km. Right column: temporal evolution of surface slopes at y = 25 and y = 75 kmwidth for eachmodel (solid lines). Dashed lines: theoretical critical minimum tapers depend-
ing on internal and décollement strength.
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rotate towards steeper attitudes, although the critical wedge theory
predicts shallower dipping shear planes according tomain stress orien-
tations (Fig. 16a). Single shear zones within strain-weakened models
accommodate more displacement if weakening is increased. The spatial
and temporal development of shear zones is also strongly dependent on
the amount of weakening (φw, Cw). These results support earlier studies
investigating the effect of strainweakening on thrustwedges (Ellis et al.,
2004; Selzer et al., 2007).

In velocity-weakened simulations, only the instantaneously active
shear zone is weak (Fig. 16b). Single shear zones are constantly active
for ~4 Ma. Low-inclination shear zones evolve into ramp to flat systems
towards the wedge toe (Fig. 16b; 7.46 Ma). The décollement is active in
front of the active shear zone (increased strain rates at 7.46 Ma). This
indicates pure shear shortening and an increase of viscous stresses
within underthrusting sediments (7.46 Ma). Further shortening in
front of the active shear zone ends with a jump forward of the active
shear zone (Fig. 16b; 9.37 Ma). The new ramp develops at the wedge
toe, which is defined by a surface flow deposit. Spacing between shear
zones is therefore mainly defined by the extension of gravity-driven
flows. Down-slope, gravity-driven mass flows lower the taper at the
wedge toe (9.37 Ma). Generally, higher local strain rates are reached
within shear zones than in strain-weakened models (Fig. 5 and 8).
Nevertheless, the main part of failed material is characterized by rather
low strain rates, around 10−15 s−1 (Fig. 8a–c).

For rate-dependent weakening models, recurrence of the above de-
scribed events (pure shear and stress increase, ramp development,
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Fig. 11. Effect of shortening velocity after ~56 km of incoming sediment. a) Strain rate and b) slices of accumulated plastic strain of a slow compressed wedgewith Vx = 1 cm/a. c) Strain
rate and d) slices of accumulated plastic strain of a fast compressed wedge with Vx = 5 cm/a.
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gravity flow) leads to an in-sequence imbrication typical of fold-and-
thrust belts. Mass flows at the wedge toe occur only in velocity-
weakened setups (Fig. 16) because the response of the material
strength is instantaneous, whereas it needs building up some minimal
amount of plastic strain in strain-weakened material.
4.2. Comparison with the critical wedge theory

The critical wedge theory predicts a minimum and a maximum crit-
ical total taper (surface α + base β angles), depending on the internal
strength of the wedge material, the strength of the décollement and
the base angle β (Dahlen, 1984; Dahlen et al., 1984; Davis et al., 1983).
Fig. 12. Vertically averaged horizontal shear stresses within the wedge of simulations with a)
width (y-axis) for slow and fast compressed wedges. Grey dashed line: analytical critical minim
Furthermore, inclination of themain stress can be analytically predicted
and be compared to numerical wedge models (Ruh et al., 2012, 2013).

Strain weakening leads to a non-recoverable reduction of the inter-
nal friction angle and cohesion. Surface slopes of uniform, strain-
weakened simulations (US models) indicate that the strength of the
wedge is defined by its weakened strength (φw, Cw). The more the
wedge is weakened, the steeper the surface slopes (Figs. 3a and 4b).

Surface slopes of velocity-weakened simulations (φw = 15°) are
steeper than the analytical prediction made with an internal friction
angle ofφ = 15° (Fig. 7). In contrast to strain-weakenedmodels, the in-
ternal strength is not defined by the weak friction angle and cohesion
because weakening takes place only within one shear zone that heals
to the initial strength when the strain rate decreases. Steeper tapers
Vx = 1 cm/a and b) Vx = 5 cm/a. c) Solid lines: numerically derived surface slopes over
um taper.
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Fig. 13. Strain-weakened simulationswith lateral décollement strength change and a sediment thickness ofH = 2.5 kmwith different shortening velocities Vx. Left column: accumulated
strain with profiles of deformed strata (black/white) at y = 0 and y = 100 km. Right column: slices of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor at z = 1.5 km (horizontal slice) and
y = 0 (vertical slice).
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for lower threshold is understandable because weakening occurs at
lower strain rates, i.e. earlier, and weakens more intensely shear zones
within the wedge. A weaker internal strength results in steeper tapers.
However, due to the time-independency of the critical wedge theory,
comparison with velocity-weakened simulations is inadequate.

Surface slopes in both parts of dual models are, like in uniform
models, steeper where weakening is more efficient (Fig. 10). According
to the critical wedge theory, normal faulting takes place when surface
slopes exceed the maximum critical taper. In the strong décollement
part of modelDS1, theminimum andmaximum critical tapers are iden-
tical, because the internal strength φw = 10° of the wedge is weaker
than the underlying décollement φb = 15°. This explains alternating
thrusting and normal faulting (Fig. 10a). Surface slope oscillations result
from these normal faults,which instantly lower the taper. Surface slopes
of simulations with wedges weakened to φw = 20° and 30° do not
develop normal faulting and are consequently slightly above their
critical minimum in both wedge parts (Fig. 10b,c).

Although the analytical theory is time-independent, the bulk short-
ening velocity has a strong effect on average surface slopes (Fig. 12c).
Model DS3 with Vx = 5 cm/a has a surface slope 2–4° steeper than
model DS2 with Vx = 1 cm/a. The reason lies in the numerical treat-
ment of plasticity. If plastic failure occurs, viscosity is decreased so
that maximal stresses are at the local yield stress (see Appendix A).
Practically, this means that the active décollement is a layer with a
low viscosity. This low viscosity base develops shear stresses depending
on the velocity difference through the layer ΔV, its viscosity η and its
thickness Hb:

τb ¼ η
ΔV
Hb

ð2Þ
It is obvious that the faster the bulk shortening velocity, i.e. the
potential shear velocity within the décollement, the larger the basal
shear stresses. Viscous shear stresses within the basal décollement
drag the “sediments” towards the rear and increase the taper. The sur-
face slope gains ~1° for a 500 m thick décollement with a viscosity of
1019 Pa·s and a shortening velocity of Vx = 1 cm/a (Davis and
Engelder, 1985; Ruh et al., 2012). This angle value matches the excess
of surface slope in model DS2 with respect to its critical minimum
taper (Fig. 12c). An increase of bulk shortening velocity to Vx = 5 cm/a
increases basal shear stresses and additional surface slope by a factor of
5. The excess of taper is lower than 5°, because the décollement has a
lower effective viscosity than in the slow model. Surface slopes of
modelDS3fit the values predicted by the criticalwedge theory combined
with basal décollement drag (Fig. 12c).

4.3. Effects of plastic/brittle weakening on dual models

Different amounts and types ofweakening influence the evolution of
uniform numerical wedges. Therefore, input parameters such as bulk
shortening velocity, amount and type ofweakening and sediment initial
thickness affect the structural and dynamic developments of wedges
where the décollement strength changes.

The influence of shortening velocity on dual, strain-weakened
models is minor. Although fast wedges undergo larger strain rates
than slow ones (Fig. 11a, c), the horizontal shear stresses acting along
the boundary of décollement strength are similar for simulations that
started with a 5 km thick sedimentary layer (Fig. 12a, b). Results of
models with an initial 2.5 km thick sedimentary layer reveal that an in-
creased amount of weakening can lead to localization of a high strain
rate, vertical shear band along the décollement strength-boundary
(Fig. 13b, d). Plots of plastic strain show that the transfer zone between
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Fig. 14. Velocity-weakened simulations with lateral décollement strength change and an initial sediment thickness of H = 5 km shortened at 1 cm/a (model DV1) and 5 cm/a (model
DV2). Left column: accumulated strain with profiles of deformed strata (black/white) at y = 0 and y = 100 km. Right column: slices of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor
at z = 1.5 km (horizontal slice) and y = 0 (vertical slice).
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a wide and a narrow wedge (above weaker/stronger décollements,
respectively) is wider for less weakened simulations (Fig. 13a, c).
Strike-slip movements in a thinner sediment layer are due to lower
brittle/plastic yield strength than in thicker models. Therefore, smaller
horizontal shear stresses are needed to yield the material.

Velocity-weakened numerical wedges exhibit major differences in
deformational patterns and dynamic evolution. High strain-rate shear
zones in the brittle/plastic wedge parallel to the décollement strength
boundary develop independently of sediment thickness and bulk short-
ening velocity (Figs. 13, 14 and 15). Horizontal slices of velocities in
x-direction and vertical profiles of strain rates of models DS4, DV1 and
DV4 show that these shear bands are not cutting through thewhole sed-
iment package in strain weakened simulations (Fig. 17a). If sediments
are velocity-weakened, sub-vertical strike-slip shear zones develop
(Fig. 17b,c).

Like in uniform, velocity-weakenedmodels, shallow-dippingnormal
shear zones act as detachments for surface mass flows. In dual simula-
tions, mass flows occur at the toe of the wedge and all over the
wedge surface above the relatively strong décollements (Fig. 18a).
Such gravity-driven mass flows can be compared to mass waste events
described in accretionary wedges, such as the Makran or the Gibraltar
arc (Burg et al., 2008; Medialdea et al., 2004). In such accretionary
complexes, fluid pressures are close to lithostatic pressures (Davis
et al., 1983). Therefore, stable areas of wedges according to the critical
wedge theory are narrow. A slight steepening of the surface slope
results in normal faulting at the rear of a wedge to lower the taper.

The numericalmass flows are initiatedwhen surface slopes are close
to the maximum critical taper (calculated with weakened internal
strength) and are then constantly lowering the wedge taper although
the wedge is theoretically within the stable area, according to the
critical wedge theory (Fig. 18b). An instantaneously weakened high
strain-rate shear band suddenly changes the strength properties of the
wedge area above the strong décollement and leads to a gravitational
instability. The surface flow reaches the wedge toe, where the velocity
discrepancy between flow and the underlying cover sequence is up to
7 cm/a.

4.4. Effects of cover sequence thickness and shortening velocity

Surface tapers of purely frictional wedges are, according to the
critical wedge theory, independent of the cover sequence thickness.
However, the yield strength of the cover sequence and the basal
décollement both depend on this cover thickness. The shortening veloc-
ity should not influence the analytically derived surface slope because of
the time-independency of the criticalwedge theory. Nevertheless,more
rapidly shortened (Vx = 5 cm/a) strain-weakened simulations yield
slightly steeper tapers than if shortening velocity is Vx = 1 cm/a
(Fig. 12c). This is due to the viscous formulation of the numerical
code, which is therefore not purely frictional. The low viscosity of the
failed décollement layer develops an additional basal drag towards the
rear, according to Eq. (2). A faster shortening rate generates a stronger
drag and therefore leads to a steeper surface taper than for slowly short-
ened wedges.

Theoretically, the shortening rate and the thickness of the cover
sequence both strongly influence the development of sub-vertical
strike-slip shear zones. Faster total shortening rates result in faster
propagation of the wedge front and, in dual models, to faster offset
between the twomodel parts. Faster offset development leads to higher
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Fig. 15. Velocity-weakened simulations with lateral décollement strength change and a starting sediment thickness H = 2.5 km shortened at 2 cm/a (model DV3) and 5 cm/a (model
DV4). Left column: accumulated strain with profiles of deformed strata (black/white) at y = 0 and y = 100 km. Right column: slices of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor
at z = 1.5 km (horizontal slice) and y = 0 (vertical slice).
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horizontal shear stresses along the prescribed transition zone and
therefore to a higher potential for the occurrence of strike-slip shear
zones. Strain-weakened simulations do not exhibit strike-slip compo-
nents along the transition zone, neither in slow nor in fast shortened
models (Fig. 11) and maximal vertically averaged horizontal shear
stresses are similar (Fig. 12a,b). Velocity-weakened simulations show
shortening parallel strike-slip shear zones independent of shortening
rate (Fig. 14). Faster shortened models (Vx = 5 cm/a) display several
active thrust ramps to account for the shortening and wedges in both
parts are steeper than in slowly shortened models (Fig. 14).

A thinner sedimentary cover has a lower yield strength at its base.
Therefore, lower horizontal shear stresses are needed for yielding. In
contrast to strain-weakened simulations with a cover thickness of
H = 5 km, strain-rate slices of models with a 2.5 km thick cover indi-
cate the potential development of narrow shear bands along the basal
strength transition (Fig. 13). Like velocity-weakened simulations with
a 5 km thick cover, strike-slip shear zones develop effectively in
velocity-weakened simulations with a 2.5 km thick cover sequence
(Fig. 15). Surface mass flows are restricted to velocity-weakened
models and occur chiefly if shortening rate is faster than 1 cm/a.

4.5. Comparison to analogue models and natural systems

There aremajor differences in structural evolution numerical wedges
depending on the style of weakening applied. Strain-weakened simula-
tions produce shorter wavelengths of thrust sheets, steeper thrust
ramps and more contemporaneously active shear zones than in
velocity-weakened models. Strain-weakened simulations with weak-
ened internal friction angles of φb = 10–20° (Fig. 3) are in terms of
structural development comparable to the offshore Makran (Fig. 7 in
Grando and McClay, 2007). There, uprising fluids are sourced at the
basal décollement level of the active imbricate fan with a piggy-back
style. Velocity-weakened simulations exhibit thrust ramps that flatten
towards the wedge toe, where thrust sheets overthrust the underlying
undeformed sequence along close to horizontal shear zones (Fig. 6).
Such ramp/flat systems are observed in several seismically active fold-
and-thrust belts like across the Los Angeles area (Davis et al., 1989),
Western Taiwan (Yue et al., 2005) and the Appalachians (Fig. 2 in
Suppe, 1983).

Cotton and Koyi (2000) and Nilforoushan and Koyi (2007) investi-
gated structures that develop along a sudden change from ductile to
frictional décollement. Cotton and Koyi (2000) produced strike-slip
faults parallel to the shortening direction but the contrast of basal
strength in their setup is large. Models of Nilforoushan and Koyi
(2007) do not exhibit clear strike-slip faulting. The deformation front
along the basal strength transition is curved. Calassou et al. (1993) set
up amilder change in basal strength,with both parts of the base defined
by a frictional rheology. The resulting transfer zone also developed as
bending of wedge frontal structures without strike-slip faults.

Like in experiment 3 of Calassou et al. (1993) and experiments of
Nilforoushan and Koyi (2007), strain-weakened numerical wedges of
this study form curved frontal structures instead of strike-slip faults
(Figs. 11, 13 and 17a). This agrees with the fact that strength of layered
sandbox models is also strain-dependent (Graveleau et al., 2012; and
references therein).

In nature, large-scale strike-slip fault systemsparallel to the shorten-
ing direction in fold-and-thrust belts are often induced by basement
structures, such as theMinab–Zendan transfer fault between the Zagros
fold belt and the Makran accretionary wedge (e.g., Regard et al., 2005),
and strike-slip faults in central Zagros (Baker et al., 1993) and the
Oregon accretionary prism (Tobin et al., 1993). Major sinistral strike-
slip/tear faults exist in the Jura foreland fold-and-thrust belt (e.g., Mosar,
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Fig. 16. Temporal evolution of weakened zones in strain- and velocity-weakened simulations. a) Accumulated plastic strain between ɛw
0 and ɛw

1 show weakened areas in a simulation
with φw = 15°. b) Second invariant of the strain-rate tensor between 3.29 · 10−14 and 3.31 · 10−14 s−1 show weakened zones of a velocity weakened simulation with a weakening
threshold of ε̇w = 3.3 · 10−14 s−1.
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1999; Sommaruga, 1999). These faults are almost transverse to the fold
trend and do not affect the basement. According to simulations presented
in this study, sub-vertical strike-slip zones limited to the sedimentary
cover develop if wedges are velocity-weakened. Changes in thickness
of the viscous salt décollement in the Jura mountains potentially lead to
variations in basal strength, which can trigger strike slip faults.

5. Conclusion

New numerical models were performed to investigate the effects of
strain vs. velocity weakening on the dynamics and structural evolution
of uniform wedges and wedges with a lateral change in décollement
Fig. 17. Horizontal slices at z = 1.5 km illustrating velocities in x-direction and related vertic
(a), DV1 (b) and DV4 (c).
strength. Uniform settings, i.e. simulations without any along-strike
rheological variation, show that:

1. Strain weakening generates shear zones that remain active through-
out shortening. Increased weakening causes stronger localization
into fewer shear zones with larger offsets. Out-of-sequence shear
zones tend to become steeper with increasing distance to the
wedge toe.

2. Numerical surface slopes compared to those from the analytical
critical wedge theory show that the internal strength of strain-
weakened wedges depends on weakened strength Cw and φw. A
wedge is as strong as its weakest shear zone.
al profiles of the second invariant of the strain-rate tensor at x = 60 km for models DS1
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Fig. 18. a) Surface mass flow inferred by numerical velocity of a velocity weakened simulation DV4 (see Table 3) after a run time of 1.91 Ma. Velocities below zero move towards the
backstop, velocities above zero move away from the backstop, towards the wedge toe. b) Evolution of surface slope at y = 25 km of simulations DV3 and DV4. Maximum critical tapers
of simulations DV3 and 4 are, depending on the effect of weakening, 20–29°.
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3. Velocity-weakened wedges develop low-angle ramping shear zones
and gravity-drivenmass flows at the toes, which are triggered by the
instantaneous response of internal strength to locally increased
strain rate.

4. Lower strain-rate thresholds for velocity weakening produce steeper
surface slopes, like in strain-weakened simulations.

The most important results from dual simulations with a change in
frictional décollement strength are:

1. The bulk shortening velocity is not a critical factor to build up lateral
shear stresses in strain-weakenedmodels but strongly influences the
evolution of velocity-weakened models.

2. Rather steep normal shear zones occur in strain-weakened wedges
if the internal friction angle is reduced to a value lower than
the décollement friction angle. In velocity-weakened simulations,
normal shear zones trigger large mass flows and constantly lower
the surface taper.

3. Strain-weakened dual simulations develop a curved frontal thrust
linking the weak to the strong décollement part.

4. Basement independent tear faults in the Jura mountains are not
reproducible with strain-weakened wedge models. Velocity weak-
ening is necessary to develop sub-vertical narrow shear zones with
a strike-slip component.
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Appendix A. Numerical formulation

A.1. Governing equations

The mechanical model is built on the equations for conservation of
mass assuming incompressibility (i.e., sediment compaction is neglected)

∂ui

∂xi
¼ 0 ðA1Þ

and the conservation of momentum, the Stokes equation

− ∂P
∂xi

þ ∂τij
∂xj

¼ ρgi ðA2Þ
where

τij ¼ 2ηε̇ij ðA3Þ

and

ε̇ij ¼
1
2

∂ui

∂xj
þ ∂uj

∂xi

 !
: ðA4Þ

P is dynamic pressure, i.e. mean stress, ui the velocity (u1 = ux,
u2 = uy, u3 = uz,), xi the spatial coordinates (x1 = x, x2 = y, x3 = z),
τij the deviatoric stress tensor, ρ the density, gi the gravitational acceler-
ation (g1 = g2 = 0, g3 = 9.81 m/s2), η the viscosity and εi̇j the strain-
rate tensor.

If differential stresses exceed the yield stress, plastic failure follows
the Drucker–Prager yield criterion with the plastic yield function F
(Eq. (A5)) depending on the second invariant of the stress tensor τII

and the yield stress σy

F ¼ τII−σy ðA5Þ

where

τII ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
τ2ij

r
ðA6Þ

and

σy ¼ P � sinφþ C � cosφ ðA7Þ

C is cohesion and φ the friction angle of the material.

A.2. Numerical implementation

The governing equations given in Appendix A.1 are solved numeri-
cally by discretising Eq. (A3) in an implicit manner, using an efficient
OpenMP-parallelized multigrid solver, fully parallel on 16 (series C) or
32 (series L) threads. We adopted a standard geodynamic modelling
approach, using an effective viscosity formulation for the numerical
treatment of visco-brittle/plastic deformation (e.g., Buiter et al., 2006;
and reference therein). Like for non-Newtonian (e.g. power-law)
viscous rheology, effective viscosity for visco-brittle/plastic flows
characterises a local ratio between the deviatoric stress and the strain
rate (Eq. (A3)). At places where the plastic yielding condition is not
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reached, deformation is linear viscous in accordance to the assumed
background rock viscosity. The rheological behaviour of the model is
initially linear viscous. If stresses locally exceed the yield stress (F(τij,
P, φ, C) N 0), effective viscosities η are decreased following the second
invariant of the strain-rate tensor ε̇II and the yield stress σy until the
maximum stresses are at the yield stress (F = 0), according to

ηvp ¼ σy

2ε̇II
ðA8Þ

where

ε̇
II ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
2
ε̇2ij

r
ðA9Þ

and ηvp is the effective viscosity corrected for plasticity.
Direct plastic (Picard) iterations are simultaneous with time

stepping. To ensure initial model convergence and proper initiation of
shear bands, the first ~400 Picard iterations are computed with a very
small time step (one year) implying a negligible amount of model dis-
placement. The following computational time steps are also relatively
short (max. 1000 years, depending on marker velocities), which war-
rants small material displacement per time step (b10 m) and ensures
accurate treatment of plasticity and good convergence of the multigrid
solver.

Appendix B. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.tecto.2014.01.003.
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